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QUANTITATIVE WEIGHTED ESTIMATES FOR ROUGH SINGULAR INTEGRALS
ON HOMOGENEOUS GROUPS
ZHIJIE FAN AND JI LI
Abstract. In this paper, we study weighted Lp(w) boundedness (1 < p < ∞ and w a Mucken-
houpt Ap weight) of singular integrals with homogeneous convolution kernel K(x) on an arbitrary
homogeneous group H of dimension Q, under the assumption that K0, the restriction of K to the
unit annulus, is mean zero and Lq integrable for some q0 < q ≤ ∞, where q0 is a fixed constant
depending on w. We obtain a quantitative weighted bound, which is consistent with the one obtained
by Hyto¨nen–Roncal–Tapiola in the Euclidean setting, for this operator on Lp(w). Comparing to the
previous results in the Euclidean setting, our assumptions on the kernel and on the underlying space
are weaker. Moreover, we investigate the quantitative weighted bound for the bi-parameter rough
singular integrals on product homogeneous Lie groups.
1. Introduction
Let H = Rn be a homogeneous group (see [24, 50]), which is a nilpotent Liegroup with multipli-
cation, inverse, dilation, and norm structures (x, y) 7→ xy, x 7→ x−1, (t, x) 7→ t ◦ x, x 7→ ρ(x) for
x, y ∈ H, t > 0. The multiplication and inverse operations are polynomials and form a group with
identity 0, the dilation structure preserves the group operations and is given in coordinates by
t ◦ (x1, . . . , xn) = (t
α1x1, . . . , t
αnxn)
for some constants 0 < α1 ≤ α2 ≤ . . . ≤ αn. Besides, ρ(x) := max
1≤ j≤n
{|x j|
1/a j} is a norm associated to
the dilation structure. We call n the Euclidean dimension of H, and the quantity Q =
∑n
j=1 α j the
homogeneous dimension of H, respectively.
We now recall the notion of homogeneous singular integrals on homogeneous group. Let Σ :=
{x ∈ H : ρ(x) = 1} and K be a homogeneous convolution kernel on H, so that
K(x) =
Ω(ρ(x)−1 ◦ x)
ρ(x)Q
with
∫
Σ
Ω(θ)dS (θ) = 0.
The homogeneous singular integral operator T is defined initially for f ∈ C∞
0
(H) as follows
T ( f )(x) := p.v.
∫
H
K(y) f (y−1x)dy = lim
ε→0
R→∞
∫
ε<|y|<R
K(y) f (y−1x)dy.
The study of rough singular integral operators dates back to Caldero´n and Zygmund’s work
[5, 6]. It is well-known that when H is an isotropic Euclidean space, Caldero´n and Zygmund [6]
used the method of rotations to show that if Ω ∈ LlogL(Sn−1), then T is bounded on Lp(Rn) for
all 1 < p < ∞. Later it was shown by Christ [9, 11], Hofmann [26] and Seeger [48] that such
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operators are of weak-type (1, 1) and by Tao [51] that the underlying space can be generalized to
homogeneous group H. There are also many other important progress on rough singular integral
operators (see for example [8, 14, 15, 19, 21, 25, 42]).
Furthermore, there has been numerous work on weighted inequalities of singular integral with
rough kernels, see for example [18, 22, 38, 41] and the references therein for its development and
applications. Recently, the sharp weight inequalities for standard Caldero´n–Zygmund operators
was proved by Hyto¨nen [27] via constructing the representation theorem, which gives the following
weighted Lp bound with sharp dependence on [w]Ap .
‖T f ‖Lp(w) ≤ Cp,T [w]
max{1,1/(p−1)}
Ap
‖ f ‖Lp(w), 1 < p < ∞.
Besides, Lerner [35, 36] and Lacey [34] gave alternative approaches to this result. Then a natural
question arises: can we also obtain a sharp weight bound for rough homogeneous singular integral
operators? We point out that this topic has been studied intensively especially in the last three years
(the pointwise version originated in [34]) with the key tool sparse domination, see for example
[7, 13, 30, 32, 33, 37, 39, 45]. Among these results, we would like to highlight that Hyto¨nen–
Roncal–Tapiola [30] first quantitatively proved that if Ω ∈ L∞(Sn−1), then
‖T‖Lp(w)→Lp(w) ≤ Cn,p‖Ω‖L∞{w}Ap(w)Ap .(1.1)
In particular,
‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) ≤ Cn‖Ω‖L∞[w]
2
A2
,
(For the definitions of {w}Ap and (w)Ap , we refer the readers to Section 2). Different proofs of the
quantitative bound of T (as in (1.1)) via a sparse domination principle were obtained by Conde-
Alonso, Culiuc, Di Plinio and Ou [13], and by Lerner [37].
Inspired by Tao’s work [51], Sato [46] extended part of the classical results related to singular
integral to homogeneous group. He obtained the Lp(w) boundedness for rough homogeneous sin-
gular integral operators under the assumption that w ∈ Ap for some 1 < p < ∞ and Ω ∈ L
∞(Σ).
However, It is still unclear that whether a quantitative weight bound can be obtained in this setting
and that whether the condition Ω ∈ L∞(Σ) can be weakened.
The purpose of this paper is to address these points. As in [51], let K0 be the restriction of K to
the annulus Σ0 = {x ∈ H : 1 ≤ ρ(x) ≤ 2}, then it is clear that Ω ∈ L
q(Σ) implies K0 ∈ L
q(Σ0) for the
same q ∈ (1,∞]. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let 1 < p < ∞, w ∈ Ap. Suppose that K0 has mean zero and there exists a constant
cQ,p > 0 such that K0 ∈ L
q for some q > cQ,p(w)Ap , then
‖T‖Lp(w)→Lp(w) ≤ CQ,p,q‖K0‖q{w}Ap(w)Ap .
In particular,
‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) ≤ CQ,q‖K0‖q[w]
2
A2
,
for some constants CQ,p,q and CQ,q independent of w.
3Comparing with the previous closely related results, we point out that the weight bound {w}Ap(w)Ap
we obtained is consistent with that obtained in [30]. It is still unknown that whether this is sharp,
but it is the best known quantitative result for this class of operators.
To show Theorem 1.1, we borrow the idea from [30] to divide the proof into two steps:
• In the first step, noting that the Fourier transform is not applicable in general homogeneous
groups, we provide a new decomposition of the operator T into a summation of Dini-type Caldero´n-
Zygmund operators T˜ N
j1 , j2
defined by (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5). Then we combine Cotlar-Knapp-Stein
Lemma with a key L2 estimate originated from [51] (later extended by [46]) to show the unweighted
L2 estimate for T˜ N
j1 , j2
, that is, for any j1, j2 ≥ 1,
‖T˜ N0,0( f )‖2 . ‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2,
‖T˜ Nj1 ,0( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j1−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2,
‖T˜ N0, j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2,
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j1−1)2−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2.
• In the second step, we prove a quantitative weighted Lp inequality and a quantitative good
unweighted Lp estimate for T˜ N
j1 , j2
, both of which contain an extra bad factor 2
N( j2)Q
q , that is,
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2( f )‖Lp(w) . 2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q{w}Ap‖ f ‖Lp(w),
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2( f )‖Lp . 2
−βpN( j1−1)2−βpN( j2−1)2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q‖ f ‖Lp.
Finally, Theorem 1.1 follows from choosing appropriate N( j) and repeating a standard argument of
interpolation theorem with change of measures.
As a direct application, we obtain the quantitative weighted bound for the rough singular integals
studied by Sato [46]. To state our result, we first recall some notations introduced in [46].
For q ≥ 1, let dq denote the collection of measurable functions h on R+ = {t ∈ R : t > 0}
satisfying ‖h‖dq = sup
j∈Z
(∫ 2 j+1
2 j
|h(t)|q dt
t
)1/q
< ∞, We define ‖h‖d∞ := ‖h‖L∞(R+). Besides, for t ∈ (0, 1],
let u(h, t) := sup
|s|<tR/2
∫ 2R
R
|h(r − s) − h(r)| dr
r
, where the supremum is taken over all s and R such that
|s| < tR/2. For η > 0, let Λη denote the family of functions h such that ‖h‖Λη := sup
t∈(0,1]
t−ηu(h, t) < ∞.
Define Λ
η
q := dq ∩ Λ
η and set ‖h‖Ληq := ‖h‖dq + ‖h‖Λη for h ∈ Λ
η
q. Consider
T ( f )(x) = p.v. f ∗ L(x) = p.v.
∫
H
f (y)L(y−1x)dy,
where L(x) := h(ρ(x))K(x) and K is defined in Section 1. Then we have
Theorem 1.2. Let 1 < p < ∞, w ∈ Ap. Suppose that K0 has mean zero and there exists a constant
cQ,p > 0 such that K0 ∈ L
q for some q > cQ,p(w)Ap . Suppose that h ∈ Λ
η/q′
q for some η > 0, then
‖T‖Lp(w)→Lp(w) ≤ CQ,p,q‖K0‖q‖h‖Λη/q
′
q
{w}Ap(w)Ap .
for some constant CQ,p,q independent of w.
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We also have an investigation on the quantitativeweighted estimate for bi-parameter rough singu-
lar integrals on the product homogeneous groupsH1×H2. Recall that the Euclidean version was in-
troduced by R. Fefferman [23, page 198] whereΩ is Lipschitz, and later studied by Duoandikoetxea
[17]. See also [1, 2, 16] for previous works about rough singular integrals on product of Euclidean
spaces. Consider the singular integral
T f (x, y) = p.v. f ∗ K(x, y) = p.v.
∫
H1×H2
f (xu−1, yv−1)K(u, v)dudv,
where K(u, v) satisfies
K(t1 ◦1 u, t2 ◦2 v) = t
−Q1
1
t
−Q2
2
K(u, v),
for all ti ∈ R+ and (u, v) ∈ H1 × H2. For i = 1, 2, let D
(i)
0
= {xi ∈ Hi : 1 ≤ ρi(xi) ≤ 2} and
D0 = D
(1)
0
× D
(2)
0
. Denote x = (x1, x2) ∈ H1 × H2 and K
0(x) = K(x)χD0 (x). In the bi-parameter
setting, we also abuse the notation w ∈ Ap to denote that w is a product Ap weight. We now state
our result in the bi-parameter setting. For the sake of simplicity, we refer the readers to Section 6
for all details of definitions and notations.
Theorem 1.3. Let w ∈ A2. Suppose that K
0 satisfies∫
D
(1)
0
K(u, v)du =
∫
D
(2)
0
K(u, v)dv = 0, for all (u, v) ∈ D0,
and there exists a constant cQ1,Q2 > 0 such that K
0 ∈ Lq(D0) for some q > cQ1,Q2(w)A2 , then
‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) ≤ CQ1,Q2,qmax{‖K
0‖q, ‖K
0‖2q}[w]
12
A2
[w]2A∞ ,
for some constant CQ1,Q2,q independent of w.
Based on the framework of the proof of Theorem 1.1, the key idea to prove Theorem 1.3 is to
decompose the bi-parameter rough singular integral T into a summation of bi-parameter Dini-type
Caldero´n–Zygmund operators T˜ N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
with the modified Dini-1 condition as in [3, Section 5] and
with the cancellation on the kernel KN
j1 , j2, j3, j4
.
Then we have the standard bi-parameter representation theorem for each T˜ N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
, which, to-
gether with [4, Corollary 3.2] and the sparse domination for the Shifted Square Function [4, Section
5], gives Theorem 1.3.
It is not clear whether the quantitative estimate appearing in Theorem 1.3 can be pushed down
further using our methods.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the preliminaries, including the
fundamental properties of the Muckenhoupt Ap weights, a system of dyadic cubes on H and the
definition of Caldero´n-Zygmund operators with Dini-continuous kernel. In section 3, we show a
sparse domination principle for ω-Caldero´n-Zygmund operator with ω satisfying the Dini condi-
tion. In Section 4, we prove our main result Theorem 1.1. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.2, the
quantitative weighted bound of the rough singular integrals studied by Sato [46]. In the last section
we investigate the quantitative weighted bound in the bi-parameter setting.
52. Preliminaries
2.1. Muckenhoupt Ap weights. We denote the average of a function f over a ball B by
〈 f 〉B =
?
B
f dx =
1
|B|
∫
B
f (x)dx,
where |B| denotes the Lebesgue measure of B.
Definition 2.1. Let w(x) be a nonnegative locally integrable function on H. For 1 < p < ∞, we say
that w is an Ap weight, written w ∈ Ap, if
[w]Ap := sup
B
(?
B
wdx
) ?
B
(
1
w
)1/(p−1)
dx
p−1 < ∞,
where the supremum is taken over all balls B ⊂ H. The quantity [w]Ap is called the Ap constant
of w. For p = 1, if M(w)(x) ≤ w(x) for a.e. x ∈ H, then we say that w is an A1 weight, written
w ∈ A1, where M denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Besides, let A∞ := ∪1≤p<∞Ap
and we have
[w]A∞ := sup
B
(?
B
wdx
)
exp
(?
B
log
(
1
w
)
dx
)
< ∞.
In order to state our weighted estimates much more efficiently, we recall the following variants
of the weight characteristic (see for example [30]):
{w}Ap := [w]
1/p
Ap
max{[w]
1/p′
A∞
, [w1−p
′
]
1/p
A∞
}, (w)Ap := max{[w]A∞ , [w
1−p′]A∞}.
Lemma 2.2. Let 1 < p < ∞, and w ∈ Ap. Then there exists a constant cQ small enough such that
for every 0 < δ ≤ cQ/(w)Ap , we have that w
1+δ/2 ∈ Ap and
(w1+δ/2)Ap ≤ CQ(w)
1+δ/2
Ap
, {w1+δ/2}Ap ≤ CQ{w}
1+δ/2
Ap
.
Proof. In the setting of Euclidean space, the proof was given in [30, Corollary 3.18]. For the case
in homogeneous groups, it suffices to note that a similar sharp reverse Ho¨lder inequality also holds
(see [29]). 
2.2. A System of Dyadic Cubes. To begin with, we define a left-invariant quasi-distance d on H
by d(x, y) = ρ(x−1y), which means that there exists a constant A0 ≥ 1 such that for any x, y, z ∈ H,
d(x, y) ≤ A0[d(x, z) + d(z, y)].
Next, let B(x, r) := {y ∈ H : d(x, y) < r} be the open ball with center x ∈ H and radius r > 0.
Let Ak be k-th countable set of Index. A countable family D := ∪k∈ZDk, Dk := {Q
k
α : α ∈ Ak},
of Borel sets Qkα ⊆ H is called a system of dyadic cubes with parameters δ ∈ (0, 1) and 0 < a1 ≤
A1 < ∞ if it has the following properties:
(1) H =
⋃
α∈Ak
Qkα (disjoint union) for all k ∈ Z;
(2) If ℓ ≥ k, then either Qℓ
β
⊆ Qkα or Q
k
α ∩ Q
ℓ
β
= ∅;
(3) For each (k, α) and each ℓ ≤ k, there exists a unique β such that Qkα ⊆ Q
ℓ
β
;
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(4) for each (k, α) there exists at most M (a fixed geometric constant) β such that
Qk+1
β
⊆ Qkα, and Q
k
α =
⋃
Q∈Dk+1,Q⊆Q
k
α
Q;
(5) B(xkα, a1δ
k) ⊆ Qkα ⊆ B(x
k
α, A1δ
k) =: B(Qkα);
(6) if ℓ ≥ k and Qℓ
β
⊆ Qkα, then B(Q
ℓ
β
) ⊆ B(Qkα).
The set Qkα is called a dyadic cube of generation k with centre x
k
α ∈ Q
k
α and sidelength ℓ(Q
k
α) = δ
k.
From the properties of the dyadic system above, we see that there exists a constant A˜0 > 0 such
that for any Qkα and Q
k+1
β
satisfying Qk+1
β
⊂ Qkα, the following inequalities holds:
|Qk+1β | ≤ |Q
k
α| ≤ A˜0|Q
k+1
β |.(2.1)
We now recall from [28] the following lemma, which provides a construction of a system of
dyadic cubes (see also M. Christ [10] and Sawyer–Wheeden [47]).
Lemma 2.3. There exists a system of dyadic cubes with parameters 0 < δ ≤ (12A3
0
)−1 and a1 :=
(3A20)
−1, A1 := 2A0. The construction only depends on some fixed set of countably many centre
points xkα, satisfying that d(x
k
α, x
k
β
) ≥ δk with α , β, minα d(x, x
k
α) < δ
k for all x ∈ H, and a certain
partial order “≤” among their index pairs (k, α). Indeed, this system can be constructed as follows.
Q
k
α = {x
ℓ
β
: (ℓ, β) ≤ (k, α)}, Q˜kα := intQ
k
α =
(⋃
β,α
Q
k
β
)c
, Q˜kα ⊆ Q
k
α ⊆ Q
k
α,
where Qkα are obtained from the closed sets Q
k
α and the open sets Q˜
k
α by finitely many set operations.
2.3. Adjacent Systems of Dyadic Cubes. A finite collection {D t : t = 1, 2, . . . , ι} of the dyadic
families is called a collection of adjacent systems of dyadic cubes with parameters δ ∈ (0, 1), 0 <
a1 ≤ A1 < ∞ and 1 ≤ Cad j < ∞ if it has the following two properties:
(1) For any t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ι}, D t is a system of dyadic cubes with parameters δ ∈ (0, 1) and
0 < a1 ≤ A1 < ∞;
(2) For any ball B(x, r) ⊆ H with δk+3 < r ≤ δk+2, k ∈ Z, there exist t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ι} and Q ∈ D t
of generation k and with centre txkα such that d(x,
txkα) < 2A0δ
k and
(2.2) B(x, r) ⊆ Q ⊆ B(x,Cad jr).
We recall from [28] the following construction.
Theorem 2.4. There exists a collection {D t : t = 1, 2, . . . , ι} of adjacent systems of dyadic cubes
with parameters δ ∈ (0, (96A6
0
)−1), a1 := (12A
4
0)
−1, A1 := 4A
2
0 and Cad j := 8A
3
0
δ−3. For each
t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ι}, the centres txkα of the cubes Q ∈ D
t
k
satisfy the following two properties
d(txkα,
txkβ) ≥ (4A
2
0)
−1δk (α , β), min
α
d(x, txkα) < 2A0δ
k for all x ∈ H.
We recall from [31, Remark 2.8] that the number ι of the adjacent systems of dyadic cubes as in
the theorem above satisfies the estimate
ι = ι(A0, A˜1, δ) ≤ A˜
6
1(A
4
0/δ)
log2 A˜1,
where A˜1 is the geometrically doubling constant, see [31, Section 2].
72.4. Caldero´n-Zygmund operators with Dini-continuous kernel. Let T be a bounded linear
operator on L2(H) represented as
T ( f )(x) =
∫
H
K(x, y) f (y)dy, ∀x < supp f .
A function ω : [0, 1] → [0,∞) is a modulus of continuity if it satisfies the following three proper-
ties:
(1) ω(0) = 0;
(2) ω(s) is a increasing function;
(3) For any s1, s2 > 0, ω(s1 + s2) ≤ ω(s1) + ω(s2).
Definition 2.5. We say that the operator T is an ω-Caldero´n-Zygmund operator if the kernel K
satisfies the following two condition:
(1) (size condition):
|K(x, y)| ≤
CT
d(x, y)Q
,
for some constant CT > 0;
(2) (smoothness condition):
|K(x, y) − K(x′, y)| + |K(y, x) − K(y, x′)| ≤ ω
(
d(x, x′)
d(x, y)
)
1
d(x, y)Q
for d(x, y) ≥ 2A0d(x, x
′) > 0.
Moreover, K is said to be a Dini-continuous kernel if ω satisfies the Dini condition:
‖ω‖Dini :=
∫ 1
0
ω(s)
ds
s
< ∞.
2.5. Notation of the paper. For 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, we denote the norm of a function f ∈ Lp(H) by
‖ f ‖p. If T is a bounded linear operator from L
p(H) to Lq(H), 1 ≤ p, q ≤ +∞, we write ‖T‖p→q for
the operator norm of T . The indicator function of a subset E ⊆ X is denoted by χE. We use A . B
to denote the statement that A ≤ CB for some constant C > 0.
3. Domination of Dini-type Caldero´n–Zygmund operator by sparse operators
To begin with, we recall the definition of sparse family given in [20] on general spaces of ho-
mogeneous type in the sense of Coifman and Weiss [12], which can be applied to our setting of
homogeneous groups.
Definition 3.1. Let 0 < η < 1, a collection S ⊂ D of dyadic cubes is said to be η-sparse if for every
Q ∈ S, there exists a measurable subset EQ ⊂ Q such that µ(EQ) ≥ ηµ(Q) and the sets {EQ}Q∈S
have only finite overlap.
Definition 3.2. Let Λ > 1, a collection S ⊂ D of dyadic cubes is said to be Λ-Carleson if for every
cube Q ∈ D , ∑
P∈S,P⊆Q
µ(P) ≤ Λµ(Q).
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It was shown in [20] that the above two definitions are equivalent in homogeneous group. We
now recall the definition of the sparse operator in this setting.
Definition 3.3. Given a sparse family, we define a sparse operatorAS by
AS( f )(x) =
∑
Q∈S
〈 f 〉QχQ(x).
In this subsection, the main task is to show the following quantitative version of Lacey’s point-
wise domination inequality.
Proposition 3.4. Let T be an ω-Caldero´n-Zygmund operator with ω satisfying the Dini condition.
Then for any compactly supported function f ∈ L1(H), there exists a sparse family S such that for
a.e. x ∈ H,
|T ( f )(x)| ≤ CQ(‖T‖L2→L2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini)AS(| f |)(x).
To show Proposition 3.4, we need some auxiliary maximal operators. To begin with, we define
the maximal truncated operator given by
T ∗( f )(x) = sup
ε>0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
d(x,y)>ε
K(x, y) f (y)dy
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Next, let j˜0 be the smallest integer such that
2 j˜0 > max{3A0, 2A0 · Cad j}(3.1)
and let C j˜0 := 2
j˜0+2A0. We now define the grand maximal truncated operatorMT as follows.
MT f (x) = sup
B∋x
ess sup
ξ∈B
|T ( fχH\C j˜0B
)(ξ)|,
where the first supremum is taken over all balls B ⊂ H containing x. We can see later that this
operator plays a crucial role in the proof. Given a ball B0 ⊂ H, for x ∈ B0 we also define a local
version ofMT by
MT,B0 f (x) = sup
B∋x,B⊂B0
ess sup
ξ∈B
|T ( fχC j˜0B0\C j˜0B
)(ξ)|.
Lemma 3.5. There exists a constant CQ > 0 such that for a.e. x ∈ B0,
|T ( fχC j˜0B0
)(x)| ≤ CQ‖T‖L1→L1,∞ | f (x)| +MT,B0 f (x).(3.2)
Proof. The result in Euclidean setting was proven in [37]. Here we adapt the proof in [37] to our
setting of homogeneous group.
Recall that almost every x ∈ B0 is a interior point and Lebesgue point of B0, then x is also a point
of approximate continuity of T ( fχC j˜0B0
). Then for every ε > 0, the sets
Er(x) = {y ∈ B(x, r) : |T ( fχC j˜0B0
)(y) − T ( fχC j˜0B0
)(x)| < ε}
satisfy
lim
r→0
|Er(x)|
|B(x, r)|
= 1.
9Let r sufficient close to 0 such that B(x, r) ⊂ B0. Then for a.e. y ∈ Er(x),
|T ( fχC j˜0B0
)(x)| < |T ( fχC j˜0B0
)(y)| + ε ≤ |T ( fχC j˜0B(x,r)
)(y)| +MT,B0 f (x) + ε.
Therefore, the weak type (1, 1) boundedness of T yields
|T ( fχC j˜0B0
)(x)| ≤ inf
y∈Er(x)
|T ( fχC j˜0B(x,r)
)(y)| +MT,B0 f (x) + ε
≤ ‖T‖L1→L1,∞
1
|Er(x)|
∫
C j˜0
B(x,r)
| f (y)|dy +MT,B0 f (x) + ε.
Finally, we let r → 0 and ε → 0 to obtain the estimate (3.2). 
Lemma 3.6. There exists a constant CQ > 0 such that for a.e. x ∈ H,
MT f (x) ≤ CQ(‖ω‖Dini +CT )M f (x) + T
∗ f (x),(3.3)
where M denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.
Proof. Let x, ξ ∈ B := B(x0, r). Let Bx be the closed ball centered at x with radius 4(A0 + C j˜0)r.
Then C j˜0B ⊂ Bx, and we obtain
|T ( fχH\C j˜0B
)(ξ)| ≤ |T ( fχH\Bx)(ξ) − T ( fχH\Bx)(x)| + |T ( fχBx\C j˜0B
)(ξ)| + |T ( fχH\Bx)(x)|.
It follows from the smooth condition of T that
|T ( fχH\Bx)(ξ) − T ( fχH\Bx)(x)| ≤
∫
d(x,y)>4A0r
| f (y)|ω
(
2r
d(x, y)
)
1
d(x, y)Q
dy
≤
∞∑
k=1
(
1
(2kr)Q
∫
B(x,2k+2r)
f (y)dy
)
ω(2−k) ≤ CQ‖ω‖DiniM f (x).
Next, by the size condition,
|T ( fχBx\C j˜0B
)(ξ)| ≤ CQCT
1
|Bx|
∫
Bx
| f (y)|dy ≤ CQCTM f (x).
Finally, we also have |T ( fχH\Bx)(x)| ≤ T
∗ f (x). Combining these estimates together, we prove
(3.3). 
Next, we give the proof of Proposition 3.4.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We follow the ideas in [37] for this domination, and adapt it to our
setting of homogeneous group.
We first suppose that f is supported in a ball B0 := B(x0, r) ⊂ H, and then decompose H with
respect to this ball B0. To this end, we define the annuli U j := 2
j+1B0\2
jB0, j ≥ 0 and we choose
j0 to be the smallest integer such that
j0 > j˜0 and 2
j0 > 4A0.(3.4)
Next, for each U j, we choose the balls
{B˜ j,ℓ}
L j
ℓ=1
(3.5)
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centred in U j and with radius 2
j− j˜0r to cover U j. It follows from the doubling property (see for
example [12]) that
sup
j
L j ≤ CA0 ,˜ j0 ,(3.6)
where CA0 ,˜ j0 is an absolute constant depending only on A0 and j˜0.
We now recall the properties of these B˜ j,ℓ. Denote B˜ j,ℓ := B(x j,ℓ, 2
j− j˜0r), where j˜0 is defined as in
(3.1). Then we have Cad jB˜ j,ℓ := B(x j,ℓ,Cad j2
j− j˜0r). It was shown in the proof of [20, Theorem 3.7]
that
Cad jB˜ j,ℓ ∩ U j+ j0 = ∅, ∀ j ≥ 0 and ∀ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , L j;(3.7)
and that
Cad jB˜ j,ℓ ∩ U j− j0 = ∅, ∀ j ≥ j0 and ∀ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , L j.(3.8)
Now combining the properties (3.7) and (3.8), we see that each Cad jB˜ j,ℓ only intersects with at most
2 j0 + 1 annuli U j’s. Moreover, for every j and ℓ, C j˜0 B˜ j,ℓ covers B0.
Next observe that by (2.2), there exists an integer t0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ι} and Q0 ∈ D
t0 such that
B0 ⊆ Q0 ⊆ Cad jB0. Moreover, for this Q0, as in section 2.2 we use B(Q0) to denote the ball that
contains Q0 and has measure comparable to Q0. Therefore, B(Q0) covers B0 and |B(Q0)| . |B0|,
where the implicit constant depends only on Cad j and A1 .
Next we claim that there exists a 1
2
-sparse family F t0 ⊂ D t0(Q0), the set of all dyadic cubes in
t0-th dyadic system that are contained in Q0, such that for a.e x ∈ B0,
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)| ≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 +CT + ‖ω‖Dini)
∑
Q∈F t0
〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q)
χQ(x).(3.9)
To prove the claim it suffices to show the following recursive estimate: there exist pairwise disjoint
cubes P j ∈ D
t0(Q0) such that
∑
j |P j| ≤
1
2
|Q0| and for a.e. x ∈ B0,
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)|χQ0(x) ≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 +CT + ‖ω‖Dini)〈| f |〉C j˜0B0
χQ0(x)
+
∑
j
|T ( fχC j˜0B(P j)
)(x)|χP j(x).
Indeed, iterating this estimate, we directly get (3.9) with F t0 being the union of all the families {Pk
j
}
where {P0
j
} = {Q0}, {P
1
j} = {P j} as mentioned above, and {P
k
j
} are the cubes obtained at the k-th
stage of the iterative process. It is not difficult to see that F t0 is a 1/2-sparse family.
We now give the proof of the recursive estimate. For any arbitrary family of disjoint cubes
{P j} ⊂ D
t0(Q0), we see that
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)|χQ0(x)
≤ |T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)|χQ0\∪ jP j(x) +
∑
j
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)|χP j (x)
≤ |T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)|χQ0\∪ jP j(x) +
∑
j
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)\C j˜0B(P j)
)(x)|χP j(x)
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+
∑
j
|T ( fχC j˜0B(P j)
)(x)|χP j(x).
So it suffices to show that we can choose a family of pairwise disjoint cubes {P j} ⊂ D
t0(Q0) such
that
∑
j |P j| ≤
1
2
|Q0| and that for a.e. x ∈ B0,
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)|χQ0\∪ jP j(x) +
∑
j
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)\C j˜0B(P j)
)(x)|χP j (x)
≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini)〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q0)
.(3.10)
To begin with, an examination of standard proofs ([50]) shows that
max{‖T‖L1→L1,∞ , ‖T
∗‖L1→L1,∞} ≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 +CT + ‖ω‖Dini).
This, in combination with Lemma 3.6, implies that ‖MT‖L1→L1,∞ ≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini).
Therefore, one can choose α sufficient large (depending on C j˜0 , Cad j and A1) such that the set
E = {x ∈ B0 : | f (x)| > α〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q0)
}
∪ {x ∈ B0 : MT,B0 f (x) > α(‖T‖2→2 +CT + ‖ω‖Dini)〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q0)
}
satisfy
|E| ≤
1
4A˜0
|B0|,
where A˜0 is defined in Section 2.2. We now apply the Caldero´n–Zygmund decomposition to the
function χE on B0 at the height λ :=
1
2A˜0
, to obtain pairwise disjoint cubes {P j} ⊂ D
t0(Q0) such that
1
2A˜0
|P j| ≤ |P j ∩ E| ≤
1
2
|P j|
and |E\ ∪ j P j| = 0. This implies that∑
j
|P j| ≤
1
2
|B0| and P j ∩ E
c
, ∅.
Therefore,
ess sup
ξ∈P j
∣∣∣∣T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)\C j˜0B(P j))(ξ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(‖T‖2→2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini)〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q0).(3.11)
Next it follows from Lemma 3.5 that for a.e. x ∈ B0\ ∪ j P j,
|T ( fχC j˜0B(Q0)
)(x)| ≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini)〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q0)
.
This, in combination with the estimate (3.11), proves (3.10) and so (3.9).
To extend this result to almost every x ∈ H, we consider the partition of the homogeneous group
H as follows.
H =
∞⋃
j=0
2 jB0.
We next study the annuli U j := 2
j+1B0\2
jB0 for j ≥ 0 and the covering {B˜ j,ℓ}
L j
ℓ=1
of U j as in (3.5).
Note that for each B˜ j,ℓ, there exist t j,ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ι} and Q˜ j,ℓ ∈ D
t j,ℓ such that B˜ j,ℓ ⊆ Q˜ j,ℓ ⊆ Cad jB˜ j,ℓ.
Furthermore, we also observe that since C j˜0 B˜ j,ℓ covers B0, for each such B˜ j,ℓ, the enlargement
C j˜0B(Q˜ j,ℓ) covers B0.
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We then apply (3.9) to each B˜ j,ℓ and then obtain a
1
2
-sparse family F˜ j,ℓ ⊂ D
t j,ℓ (Q˜ j,ℓ) such that (3.9)
holds for a.e. x ∈ B˜ j,ℓ.
Set F := ∪ j,ℓF˜ j,ℓ. Note that the balls Cad jB˜ j,ℓ overlap at most CA0 ,˜ j0(2 j0 + 1) times, where CA0 ,˜ j0
is the constant in (3.6). Then we conclude that F is a 1
2C
A0 ,˜ j0
(2 j0+1)
-sparse family and for a.e. x ∈ H,
|T ( f )(x)| ≤ CQ(‖T‖2→2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini)
∑
Q∈F
〈| f |〉C j˜0B(Q)
χQ(x).
We further set S := {C j˜0B(Q) : Q ∈ F }, then S is a
1
2C
A0 ,˜ j0
(2 j0+1)c¯
-sparse family, where c¯ is a constant
depending on C j˜0 . For this sparse family, we have
|T ( f )(x)| ≤ CQ(‖T‖L2→L2 + CT + ‖ω‖Dini)AS(| f |)(x).
This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.4.
4. proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we will combine the ideas from [30] and [51] to show Theorem 1.1. Throughout
this section, we assume that T is a rough homogeneous singular integral operator with K0 satisfying
the conditions in Theorem 1.1. To show Theorem 1.1, the main difficulties are the lack of suitable
Fourier transforms and the convolution on homogeneous groups are not commutative in general.
We combine the ideas from [30] and [51] via using Littlewood–Paley decompositions and Cotlar–
Knapp–Stein lemma to overcome the difficulties.
To begin with, we recall that for appropriate functions f and g on H, the convolution f ∗ g is
defined by
f ∗ g(x) =
∫
H
f (y)g(y−1x)dy.
4.1. Kernel truncation and frequency localization. To begin with, we first partion the kernel K
dyadically. Note that
K =
1
ln 2
∫ ∞
0
∆[t]K0
dt
t
,
where for each t, we define the scaling map ∆[t] by
∆[t] f (x) := t−Q f (t−1 ◦ x).
Therefore we have the decomposition
K =
∑
j∈Z
A jK0,
where A j is the operator
A jF = 2
− j
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(2− jt)∆[t]Fdt(4.1)
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and ϕ is a bump function localized in {t ∼ 1} such that
∑
j∈Z
2− jtϕ(2− jt) = 1
ln 2
. Hence,
T ( f ) =
∑
j∈Z
T j( f ),
where we denote T j( f ) = f ∗ A jK0. Besides, since suppK0 ⊂ {x ∈ H : 1 ≤ ρ(x) ≤ 2}, we have for
any q > 1,
‖A jK0‖1 ≤ C‖K0‖1 ≤ C‖K0‖q.(4.2)
The next step is to introduce a form of Littlewood-Paley theory, but we avoid any explicit use of
the Fourier transform. To this end, let φ ∈ C∞c (H) be a smooth cut-off function such that
(1) suppφ ⊂
{
x ∈ H : 1
200
≤ ρ(x) ≤ 1
100
}
; (2)
∫
H
φ(x)dx = 1; (3)φ ≥ 0; (4) φ = φ˜. Here F˜ denotes
the function F˜(x) = F(x−1). For each integer j, write
Ψ j = ∆[2
j−1]φ − ∆[2 j]φ.
Then Ψ j is supported on the ball of radius C2
j, has mean zero, and Ψ˜ j = Ψ j.
Next we define the partial sum operators S j by
S j( f ) = f ∗ ∆[2
j−1]φ.
Their differences are given by
S j( f ) − S j+1( f ) = f ∗ Ψ j.
Since S j( f ) → f as j → −∞, for any sequence of integer numbers {N( j)}
∞
j=0
, with 0 = N(0) <
N(1) < · · · < N( j) → +∞, we have the following identity
Tk =
S k +
∞∑
j1=1
(S k−N( j1) − S k−N( j1−1))
Tk
S k +
∞∑
j2=1
(S k−N( j2) − S k−N( j2−1))

= S kTkS k +
∞∑
j1=1
(S k−N( j1) − S k−N( j1−1))TkS k +
∞∑
j2=1
S kTk(S k−N( j2) − S k−N( j2−1))
+
∞∑
j1=1
∞∑
j2=1
(S k−N( j1) − S k−N( j1−1))Tk(S k−N( j2) − S k−N( j2−1)).
In this way, T =
∑∞
j1=0
∑∞
j2=0
T˜ j1 , j2 =
∑∞
j1=0
∑∞
j2=0
T˜ N
j1 , j2
, where
T˜0,0 := T˜
N
0,0 :=
∑
k∈Z
S kTkS k
and, for j1, j2 ≥ 1,
T˜ j1 ,0 :=
∑
k∈Z
(S k− j1 − S k−( j1−1))TkS k,
T˜0, j2 :=
∑
k∈Z
S kTk(S k− j2 − S k−( j2−1)),
T˜ j1 , j2 :=
∑
k∈Z
(S k− j1 − S k−( j1−1))Tk(S k− j2 − S k−( j2−1)),
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T˜ Nj1,0 :=
∑
k∈Z
(S k−N( j1) − S k−N( j1−1))TkS k =
N( j1)∑
i1=N( j1−1)+1
T˜i1 ,0.(4.3)
T˜ N0, j2 :=
∑
k∈Z
S kTk(S k−N( j2) − S k−N( j2−1)) =
N( j2)∑
i2=N( j2−1)+1
T˜0,i2 .(4.4)
T˜ Nj1 , j2 :=
∑
k∈Z
(S k−N( j1) − S k−N( j1−1))Tk(S k−N( j2) − S k−N( j2−1)) =
N( j1)∑
i1=N( j1−1)+1
N( j2)∑
i2=N( j2−1)+1
T˜i1 ,i2 .(4.5)
For j1, j2 ∈ Z, we also consider the operator G j1 , j2 defined by
G j1, j2 =
∑
k∈Z
(S k− j1 − S k−( j1−1))Tk(S k− j2 − S k−( j2−1)).(4.6)
Then we can further decompose T˜0,0, T˜ j1 ,0 and T˜0, j2 in the following way.
T˜0,0 =
0∑
j1=−∞
0∑
j2=−∞
G j1, j2 , T˜ j1 ,0 =
0∑
j2=−∞
G j1 , j2 , T˜0, j2 =
0∑
j1=−∞
G j1 , j2 .(4.7)
4.2. L2 estimate for T˜ N
j1 , j2
. In this subsection, we will give the L2-estimate of the operators T˜ N
j1 , j2
,
which plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 4.1. Let q > 1. Then there exist constants CQ,q > 0 and α > 0 such that for any
j1, j2 ≥ 0,
‖T˜ j1, j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−α j12−α j2‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2(4.8)
and for any j1, j2 ≥ 1,
‖T˜ Nj1,0( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j1−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2;
‖T˜ N0, j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2;
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j1−1)2−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2.(4.9)
Now, we show the unweighted L2 estimate for G j1, j2 and then T˜
N
j1 , j2
.
Lemma 4.2. Let q > 1. Then there exist constants CQ,q > 0 and α > 0 such that for any j1, j2 ∈ Z,
‖G j1 , j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−α| j1 |2−α| j2 |‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2.
Proof. For simplicity, we set
G j1, j2,k( f ) := (S k− j1 − S k−( j1−1))Tk(S k− j2 − S k−( j2−1))( f ),
then G j1, j2( f ) =
∑
k∈ZG j1, j2,k( f ). By Cotlar-Knapp-Stein Lemma (see [50]), it suffices to show that:
‖G∗j1 , j2,kG j1, j2 ,k′‖2→2 + ‖G j1 , j2,k′G
∗
j1, j2,k
‖2→2 ≤ C2
−2α| j1 |2−2α| j2 |2−c|k−k
′ |‖K0‖
2
q,(4.10)
for some C, c > 0 and α > 0. We only estimate the first term, since the second term is similar. A
direct calculation yields
G∗j1, j2,kG j1, j2,k′( f ) = f ∗ Ψk′− j2 ∗ Ak′K0 ∗ Ψk′− j1 ∗ Ψk− j1 ∗ AkK˜0 ∗ Ψk− j2 .
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On the one hand, we first recall that Tao [51] applied iterated (TT ∗)N method to obtain the
following inequality with q = ∞ and then Sato [46] extended it to general q > 1: there exist
constants CQ,q > 0 and α > 0 such that for any integers j, k, and any L
q function F on the annulus
with mean zero,
‖ f ∗ A jF ∗ Ψk‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−α| j−k|‖ f ‖2‖F‖q.(4.11)
It follows from the above fact and its duality version that
‖G∗j1, j2,kG j1 , j2,k′( f )‖2 = ‖( f ∗ Ψk′− j2 ∗ Ak′K0) ∗ (Ψk′− j1 ∗ Ψk− j1) ∗ (AkK˜0 ∗ Ψk− j2)‖2
≤ C2−β| j2 |‖K0‖q‖( f ∗ Ψk′− j2 ∗ Ak′K0) ∗ (Ψk′− j1 ∗ Ψk− j1)‖2
≤ C2−β| j2 |‖K0‖q‖ f ∗ Ψk′− j2 ∗ Ak′K0‖2‖Ψk′− j1 ∗ Ψk− j1‖1
≤ C2−β| j2 |‖K0‖q2
−c|k−k′ |‖ f ∗ Ψk′− j2 ∗ Ak′K0‖2
≤ C2−2β| j2 |2−c|k−k
′ |‖K0‖
2
q‖ f ‖2(4.12)
for some constants C, c > 0 and β > 0, where in the next to the last inequality we used the
cancellation and the smoothness properties of Ψk′− j1 and Ψk− j1 .
On the other hand,
‖G∗j1, j2,kG j1 , j2,k′( f )‖2 = ‖( f ∗ Ψk′− j2) ∗ (Ak′K0 ∗ Ψk′− j1) ∗ (Ψk− j1 ∗ AkK˜0) ∗ Ψk− j2‖2
≤ C‖( f ∗ Ψk′− j2) ∗ (Ak′K0 ∗ Ψk′− j1) ∗ (Ψk− j1 ∗ AkK˜0)‖2
≤ C2−β| j1 |‖K0‖q‖( f ∗ Ψk′− j2) ∗ (Ak′K0 ∗ Ψk′− j1)‖2
≤ C2−2β| j1 |‖K0‖
2
q‖ f ∗ Ψk′− j2‖2
≤ C2−2β| j1 |‖K0‖
2
q‖ f ‖2.(4.13)
Taking geometric mean of (4.12) with (4.13), we obtain the estimate (4.10). This finishes the
proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Next, we give the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. It suffices to show the first inequality, since the remaining three in-
equalities can be obtained by simply summing the geometric series
∑N( j)
i=N( j−1)+1
2−αi. It follows from
the fact G j1 , j2 = T˜ j1 , j2 for j1, j2 ≥ 1 and Lemma 4.2 that the estimate (4.8) holds for j1, j2 ≥ 1. For
the case j1 = j2 = 0, By applying Lemma 4.2 to the equality (4.7), we obtain
‖T˜0,0( f )‖2 ≤
0∑
j1=−∞
0∑
j2=−∞
‖G j1, j2( f )‖2 ≤ C
0∑
j1=−∞
0∑
j2=−∞
2α j12α j2‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2 ≤ C‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2.
Hence, the proof of Proposition 4.1 is finished. 
4.3. Caldero´n–Zygmund theory of T˜ N
j1 , j2
.
Lemma 4.3. The operator T˜ N
j1 , j2
is a Caldero´n–Zygmund operator satisfying for any q > 1,
CNj1 , j2 := CT˜Nj1 , j2
≤ CQ,q2
N( j2)Q
q ‖K0‖q, ω
N
j1, j2
(t) := ωT˜N
j1 , j2
(t) ≤ CQ,q2
N( j2)Q
q min{1, 2N( j2)t}‖K0‖q,
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which satisfies ∫ 1
0
ωNj1 , j2(t)
dt
t
≤ CQ,q2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q.
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 we can see that T˜ N
j1 , j2
is a bounded operator in L2. In order to obtain
the required estimates for the kernel of T˜ N
j1 , j2
, we first study the kernel of each S k−N( j1)TkS k−N( j2).
Note that
|AkK0(x)| = 2
−k
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
+∞
−∞
ϕ(2−kt)t−QK(t−1 ◦ x)χ1≤ρ(t−1◦x)≤2(x)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
+∞
−∞
tϕ(t)(2kt)−QK((2kt)−1 ◦ x)χ2k t≤ρ(x)≤2k+1 t(x)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Cρ(x)−Q |K(ρ(x)−1 ◦ x)|χ2k−1≤ρ(x)≤2k+2(x).
Since suppφ ⊂ {x ∈ H : ρ(x) ≤ 1
100
},
|∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ ∗ AkK0(x)|
≤ C
∫
H
2−[k−N( j2)−1]Q|φ(2−[k−N( j2)−1] ◦ xy−1)|ρ(y)−Qχ2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2(y)|K(ρ(y)
−1 ◦ y)|dy
≤ C2−[k−N( j2)−1]Qρ(x)−Qχ2k−2≤ρ(x)≤2k+3(x)
∫
2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2
|φ(2−[k−N( j2)−1] ◦ xy−1)||K(ρ(y)−1 ◦ y)|dy.
By Ho¨lder’s inequality, for 1/q + 1/q′ = 1,∫
2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2
|φ(2−[k−N( j2)−1] ◦ xy−1)||K(ρ(y)−1 ◦ y)|dy
≤
(∫
2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2
|K(ρ(y)−1 ◦ y)|qdy
)1/q (∫
H
|φ(2−[k−N( j2)−1] ◦ xy−1)|q
′
dy
)1/q′
≤ C2
kQ
q 2
(k−N( j2)−1)Q
q′ ‖K0‖q.
Combining the above two inequalities, we get that
|∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ ∗ AkK0(x)| ≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q ρ(x)−Q‖K0‖qχ2k−2≤ρ(x)≤2k+3(x).(4.14)
Therefore,
|∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ ∗ AkK0 ∗ ∆[2
k−N( j1)−1]φ(x)|
≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q ‖K0‖q
∫
2k−2≤ρ(z)≤2k+3
ρ(z)−Q|∆[2k−N( j1)−1]φ(z−1x)|dz
≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q ‖K0‖qχ2k−3≤ρ(x)≤2k+4 (x)ρ(x)
−Q.(4.15)
Similarly, we obtain the gradient estimate as follows.
|∇∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ ∗ AkK0 ∗ ∆[2
k−N( j1)−1]φ(x)| ≤ C2N( j2)
(
1+
Q
q
)
ρ(x)−Q−1χ2k−3≤ρ(x)≤2k+4(x)‖K0‖q,
where ∇ is the gradient on homogeneous groups (see for example [24]). Hence,∑
k∈Z
|∇∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ ∗ AkK0 ∗ ∆[2
k−N( j1)−1]φ(x)| ≤ C2N( j2)
(
1+
Q
q
)
ρ(x)−Q−1‖K0‖q.(4.16)
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From the triangle inequality and N( j − 1) < N( j) we can see that the kernel
KNj1 , j2 :=
∑
k∈Z
(∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ − ∆[2k−N( j2−1)−1]φ) ∗ AkK0 ∗ (∆[2
k−N( j1)−1]φ − ∆[2k−N( j1−1)−1]φ)
of T˜ N
j1 , j2
satisfies the same estimates (4.15) and (4.16). That is,
|KNj1 , j2(x, y)| = |K
N
j1 , j2
(y−1x)| ≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q d(x, y)−Q‖K0‖q,
|∇KNj1 , j2(x, y)| ≤ C2
N( j2)
(
1+
Q
q
)
d(x, y)−Q−1‖K0‖q.
Note that for j1 = 0 or j2 = 0, the subtraction is not even needed. The first bound above is
already the required estimate for CN
j1 , j2
. Besides, for d(x, y) ≥ 2A0d(x, x
′), by mean value theorem
on homogeneous groups (see for example [24]),
|KNj1 , j2(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2
(x′, y)| = |KNj1 , j2(y
−1x) − KNj1 , j2(y
−1x′)|
≤ C2N( j2)
(
1+
Q
q
)
d(x, y)−Q−1d(x, x′)‖K0‖q.
By the triangle inequality, we also have
|KNj1 , j2(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2
(x′, y)| ≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q d(x, y)−Q‖K0‖q.
Combining the two estimates we obtain above and by symmetry, we conclude that
|KNj1 , j2(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2
(x′, y)| + |KNj1 , j2(y, x) − K
N
j1 , j2
(y, x′)| ≤ CωNj1 , j2
(
d(x, x′)
d(x, y)
)
d(x, y)−Q,
where
ωNj1, j2(t) ≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q min{1, 2N( j2)t}‖K0‖q.
A direct calculation yields that∫ 1
0
ωNj1, j2(t)
dt
t
≤ C2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q.
This ends the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
Remark 4.4. From the above proof we can see that if we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to the expression
AkK0 ∗∆[2
k−N( j1)−1]φ instead of ∆[2k−N( j2)−1]φ∗AkK0, then we can also obtain similar upper bounds
for CN
j1 , j2
and for ωN
j1, j2
(t) with N( j1) replaced by N( j2). Then taking geometric mean of these two
estimates involving N( j1) and N( j2), we can obtain an estimate with a symmetry form:
CNj1 , j2 ≤ CQ,q2
N( j1)Q
2q 2
N( j2)Q
2q ‖K0‖q.∫ 1
0
ωNj1 , j2(t)
dt
t
≤ C2
N( j1)Q
2q 2
N( j2)Q
2q (1 + N( j1))
1/2(1 + N( j2))
1/2‖K0‖q.
But in the remaining steps we can see that these factors can be absorbed via interpolation.
With the help of Propositions 3.4, 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, we can easily follow a similar procedure
in [30] to show a bad quantitative Lp weighted inequality and a good quantitative unweighted Lp
estimate for the operators T˜ N
j1 , j2
.
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Lemma 4.5. Let 1 < p < ∞ and q > 1, then for any w ∈ Ap, there exists a constant CQ,p,q > 0 such
that
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2( f )‖Lp(w) ≤ CQ,p,q2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q{w}Ap‖ f ‖Lp(w).
Proof. By Propositions 3.4, 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 as well as the Lp(w) boundedness of the sparse
operators (See for example [20], [43, Theorem 3.1]),
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2‖Lp(w) ≤ CQ,p(‖T˜
N
j1 , j2
‖L2→L2 +C
N
j1 , j2
+ ‖ωNj1, j2‖Dini){w}Ap‖ f ‖Lp(w)
≤ CQ,p,q(2
−αN( j1−1)2−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q + 2
N( j2)Q
q ‖K0‖q + 2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q){w}Ap‖ f ‖Lp(w)
≤ CQ,p,q2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q{w}Ap‖ f ‖Lp(w).
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
Lemma 4.6. Let 1 < p < ∞ and q > 1, then there exist constants CQ,p,q and βp > 0 such that
‖T˜ Nj1, j2( f )‖Lp ≤ CQ,p,q2
−βpN( j1−1)2−βpN( j2−1)2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q‖ f ‖Lp.
Proof. We first consider the case p > 2 and let s = 2p so that 2 < p < s. This implies that
1
p
=
1−θ
2
+
θ
s
, for 0 < θ :=
p−2
p−1
< 1. Then, it follows from Proposition 4.1, Lemma 4.5 with w(x) ≡ 1
and complex interpolation that
‖T˜ Nj1, j2‖Lp→Lp ≤ ‖T˜
N
j1, j2
‖1−θ
L2→L2
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2‖
θ
L2p→L2p
≤ (CQ,q2
−αN( j1−1)2−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q)
1−θ(CQ,2p,q2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q)
θ
≤ CQ,p,q2
−βpN( j1−1)2−βpN( j2−1)2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q,
where βp = α(1 − θ) = α/(p − 1).
For the case p < 2, let s :=
2p
1+p
so that 1 < s < p < 2. In this case, 1
p
=
1−θ
2
+
θ
s
, for
0 < θ := 2 − p < 1. Applying the interpolation theorem between L2 and Ls, we obtain a similar Lp
estimate. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us denote ε := 1
2
cQ/(w)Ap . It follows from Lemmata 4.5 and 2.2
that for this choice of ε,
‖T˜ Nj1, j2‖Lp(w1+ε)→Lp(w1+ε) ≤ CQ,p2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q{w
1+ε}Ap
≤ CQ,p2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q{w}
1+ε
Ap
.
Besides, by Lemma 4.6, we also have
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2‖Lp→Lp ≤ CQ,p2
−βpN( j1−1)2−βpN( j2−1)2
N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q.
We now apply the interpolation theoremwith change of measures ([49, Theorem 2.11]) to T = T˜ N
j1 , j2
with p0 = p1 = p, w0 = 1 and w1 = w
1+ε so that θ = ε/(1 + ε) and
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2‖Lp(w)→Lp(w) ≤ ‖T˜
N
j1 , j2
‖
ε/(1+ε)
Lp→Lp
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2‖
1/(1+ε)
Lp(w1+ε)→Lp(w1+ε)
≤ CQ,p,q‖K0‖q2
N( j2)Q
q 2−βpN( j1−1)ε/(1+ε)2−βpN( j2−1)ε/(1+ε)(1 + N( j2)){w}Ap
≤ CQ,p,q‖K0‖q2
N( j2)Q
q 2−βQ,pN( j1−1)/(w)Ap2−βQ,pN( j2−1)/(w)Ap (1 + N( j2)){w}Ap,
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for some constants βp, βQ,p > 0.
Thus,
‖T‖Lp(w)→Lp(w) ≤
∞∑
j1=0
∞∑
j2=0
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2‖Lp(w)→Lp(w)
≤ CQ,p,q‖K0‖q{w}Ap
∞∑
j1=0
∞∑
j2=0
2
N( j2)Q
q 2−βQ,pN( j1−1)/(w)Ap2−βQ,pN( j2−1)/(w)Ap (1 + N( j2)).(4.17)
Note that if we choose N( j) = 2 j for j ≥ 1 and q >
2Q(w)Ap
βQ,p
:= cQ,p(w)Ap , then
∞∑
j2=0
2
N( j2)Q
q 2−βQ,pN( j2−1)/(w)Ap (1 + N( j2)) ≤
∞∑
j2=0
2 j22
−βQ,p,q2
j2 (w)−1
Ap
≤ CQ,p,q

∑
j2:2
j2≤(w)Ap
2 j2 +
∑
j2:2
j2>(w)Ap
2 j2
(
(w)Ap
2 j2
)2
≤ CQ,p,q(w)Ap ,
for some constant βQ,p,q > 0. Besides, the summation with respect to j1 can be estimated much
more easily. These, in combination with the estimate (4.17), complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
5. Application: quantitative estimate of singular integrals studied by Sato
In the previous section, we proved quantitative weighted estimates for classical rough homoge-
neous singular integrals on homogeneous group. Indeed, our argument can also be applied to draw
a parallel conclusion for a larger class of singular integrals considered by [46].
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is a minor modification of Theorem 1.1. We list the differences
of the proof here. To begin with, we decompose the kernel L into the summation of B jK0, where
B j is the operator
B jF = 2
− jh(ρ(x))
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(2− jt)∆[t]Fdt.
Then the operators T j, T˜ j1 , j2 , T˜
N
j1, j2
and G j1, j2 , G j1, j2 ,k can be constructed with A j (defined by (4.1))
replaced by B j. By Lemma 1 in [46] and a similar almost orthogonal argument, we obtain that
‖G∗j1, j2,kG j1, j2,k′( f )‖2 ≤ C2
−2β| j1 |2−2β| j2 |2−c|k−k
′ |‖K0‖
2
q‖h‖
2
Λ
η/q′
q
‖ f ‖2.
Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1, we obtain that for any j1, j2 ≥ 1,
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2( f )‖2 ≤ CQ,q2
−αN( j1−1)2−αN( j2−1)‖K0‖q‖h‖Λη/q
′
q
‖ f ‖2.(5.1)
In the next step, note that for 2/q + 1/q0 = 1,∫
2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2
|φ(2−[k−N( j2)−1] ◦ xy−1)||K(ρ(y)−1 ◦ y)||h(ρ(y))|dy
≤
(∫
2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2
|K(ρ(y)−1 ◦ y)|qdy
)1/q (∫
2k−1≤ρ(y)≤2k+2
|h(ρ(y))|qdy
)1/q (∫
H
|φ(2−[k−N( j2)−1] ◦ y)|q0dy
)1/q0
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≤ C2kQ2
−
N( j2)Q
q0 ‖K0‖q‖h‖dq.
Then a simple modification of Lemma 4.3 yields that the operator T˜ N
j1 , j2
is a Caldero´n–Zygmund
operator satisfying for any q > 2,
CNj1 , j2 ≤ CQ,q2
2N( j2)Q
q ‖K0‖q‖h‖dq , ω
N
j1 , j2
(t) ≤ CQ,q2
2N( j2)Q
q min{1, 2N( j2)t}‖K0‖q‖h‖dq ,
which satisfies ∫ 1
0
ωNj1, j2(t)
dt
t
≤ CQ,q2
2N( j2)Q
q (1 + N( j2))‖K0‖q‖h‖dq .
Next we obtain simple variants of Lemmata 4.5 and 4.6, and then the proof of Theorem 1.2 is
complete. 
6. An investigation in the bi-parameter setting: proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, we show that our argument can be also applied to obtain a parallel result in the
bi-parameter setting. To begin with, let Hi = R
ni , i = 1, 2, be homogeneous groups with dilations
◦1, ◦2, and norm functions ρ1, ρ2, respectively. Each ◦i is an automorphism of the group structure
and is of the form
t ◦i (x
1
i , . . . , x
n
i ) = (t
αi
1x1i , . . . , t
αinxni ), ∀(x
1
i , . . . , x
n
i ) ∈ Hi,
for some constants 0 < αi
1
≤ αi
2
≤ . . . ≤ αin. We call the quantity Qi =
∑ni
j=1
αi
j
the homogeneous
dimension of Hi. We define a left-invariant quasi-distance di on Hi by di(x, y) = ρi(x
−1y), which
means that there exists a constant A
(i)
0
≥ 1 such that for any x, y, z ∈ Hi, di(x, y) ≤ A
(i)
0
[di(x, z) +
di(z, y)]. Let Bi(xi, r) be the ball in with center xi ∈ Hi and radius r ∈ R+ defined by Bi(xi, r) = {yi ∈
Hi : di(xi, yi) < r}.
Definition 6.1. Let w(x1, x2) be a nonnegative locally integrable function on H1 ×H2. For 1 < p <
∞, we say that w is a product Ap weight, written w ∈ Ap, if
[w]Ap := sup
R
(?
R
wdx1dx2
) ?
R
(
1
w
)1/(p−1)
dx1dx2
p−1 < ∞,
where the supremum is taken over all rectangles R ⊂ H1 × H2. The quantity [w]Ap is called the
Ap constant of w. For p = 1, if Ms(w)(x1, x2) ≤ w(x1, x2) for a.e. (x1, x2) ∈ H1 × H2, then we say
that w is a product A1 weight, written w ∈ A1, where Ms denotes the strong maximal function on
H1 × H2. Besides, let A∞ := ∪1≤p<∞Ap and we have
[w]A∞ := sup
R
(?
R
wdx1dx2
)
exp
(?
R
log
(
1
w
)
dx1dx2
)
< ∞.
Throughout this section, for appropriate functions f and g on H1 × H2, the convolution f ∗ g is
defined by
( f ∗ g)(x, y) =
∫
H1×H2
f (xu−1, yv−1)g(u, v)dudv.
We now provide the proof of Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. It suffices for us to provide the decomposition of T into a suitable collec-
tion {T˜ N
j1, j2, j3, j4
} and then to verify that each T˜ N
j1, j2 , j3, j4
is a paraproduct-free operator in the class of
bi-parameter singular integral operators with the modulus of continuity ωN,k
j1 , j2, j3, j4
on Hk, k = 1, 2,
satisfying the modified Dini1 condition [3, Section 5]:
‖ω
N,k
j1, j2, j3, j4
‖Dini1 :=
∫ 1
0
ω
N,k
j1, j2 , j3, j4
(t)
(
1 + log
1
t
)dt
t
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ‖K0‖q(1 + N( jk+2))
2.(6.1)
We first partion the kernel K dyadically.
K(x, y) =
1
(ln 2)2
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∆[t1, t2]K
0(x, y)
dt1
t1
dt2
t2
,
where for each t1, t2 ∈ R+, we define the product scaling map ∆[t1, t2] by ∆[t1, t2] = ∆
(1)[t1]⊗∆
(2)[t2],
and ∆(i)[ti] f (xi) := t
−Qi
i
f (t−1
i
◦i xi), i = 1, 2. Therefore we have the decomposition
T ( f )(x, y) =
∑
( j1 , j2)∈Z2
f ∗ A j1, j2K
0(x, y) =:
∑
( j1 , j2)∈Z2
T j1 , j2( f )(x, y),
where A j1, j2 is the operator
A j1, j2F(x, y) = 2
− j12− j2
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(2− j1t1)ϕ(2
− j2 t2)∆[t1, t2]F(x, y)dt1dt2.(6.2)
Let φ(i) ∈ C∞c (Hi) be a smooth cut-off function supported in Bi(0,
1
100
)\Bi(0,
1
200
) such that
∫
Hi
φ(i)dxi =
1, φ(i) = φ˜(i), φ(i)(xi) ≥ 0 for all xi ∈ Hi. Denote
Ψ
(i)
j
= ∆
(i)[2 j−1]φ(i) − ∆(i)[2 j]φ(i),
then Ψ
(i)
j
satisfies suppΨ
(i)
j
⊆ Bi(0,C2
j), has mean zero, and Ψ˜
(i)
j
= Ψ
(i)
j
.
We define the partial sum operators S j1, j2 by
S j1, j2( f ) = f ∗ (∆
(1)[2 j1−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2 j2−1]φ(2)).
Next, we define the difference operators ∆k1 ,k2 and ∆
N( j1),N( j2)
k1,k2
by
∆k1 ,k2 f = f ∗ Ψk1,k2 , ∆
N( j1),N( j2)
k1 ,k2
f = f ∗ Ψ
N( j1),N( j2)
k1,k2
,
where we denote
Ψk1,k2 = Ψ
(1)
k1
⊗Ψ
(2)
k2
, Ψ
N( j1),N( j2)
k1,k2
=
N( j1)∑
ℓ1=N( j1−1)+1
N( j2)∑
ℓ2=N( j2−1)+1
Ψk1−ℓ1,k2−ℓ2 .
We also define the mixed difference operators (S∆)
N( j2)
k1 ,k2
and (∆S )
N( j1)
k1,k2
by
(S∆)
N( j2)
k1 ,k2
f := f ∗
(
∆
(1)[2k1−1]φ(1) ⊗ (∆(2)[2k2−N( j2)−1]φ(2) − ∆(2)[2k2−N( j2−1)−1]φ(2))
)
,
(∆S )
N( j1)
k1 ,k2
f := f ∗
(
(∆(1)[2k1−N( j1)−1]φ(1) − ∆(1)[2k1−N( j1−1)−1]φ(1)) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−1]φ(2)
)
.
Then we have the following inequality
Tk1 ,k2 =
(
S k1,k2 +
∞∑
j1=1
(∆S )
N( j1)
k1,k2
+
∞∑
j2=1
(S∆)
N( j2)
k1 ,k2
+
∞∑
j1=1
∞∑
j2=1
∆
N( j1),N( j2)
k1,k2
)
Tk1 ,k2
(
S k1 ,k2 +
∞∑
j3=1
(∆S )
N( j3)
k1 ,k2
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+
∞∑
j4=1
(S∆)
N( j4)
k1 ,k2
+
∞∑
j3=1
∞∑
j4=1
∆
N( j3),N( j4)
k1 ,k2
)
.
In this way, we get
T =
∞∑
j1=0
∞∑
j2=0
∞∑
j3=0
∞∑
j4=0
T˜ j1 , j2, j3, j4 =
∞∑
j1=0
∞∑
j2=0
∞∑
j3=0
∞∑
j4=0
T˜ Nj1 , j2, j3, j4 ,
where
T˜0,0,0,0 := T˜
N
0,0,0,0 :=
∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
S k1,k2Tk1 ,k2S k1,k2 ,
and for j1, j2, j3, j4 ≥ 1,
T˜ j1 , j2, j3, j4 :=
∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
∆k1− j1 ,k2− j2Tk1 ,k2∆k1− j3 ,k2− j4 ,
T˜ Nj1 , j2, j3, j4 :=
∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
∆
N( j1),N( j2)
k1,k2
Tk1 ,k2∆
N( j3),N( j4)
k1 ,k2
=
N( j1)∑
ℓ1=N( j1−1)+1
N( j2)∑
ℓ2=N( j2−1)+1
N( j3)∑
ℓ3=N( j3−1)+1
N( j4)∑
ℓ4=N( j4−1)+1
T˜ℓ1,ℓ2,ℓ3,ℓ4,
and when there is at least one ji = 0, we can also define T˜ j1 , j2, j3, j4 and T˜
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
in an obvious way.
For example,
T˜ j1 ,0,0, j4 :=
∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
(∆S )
j1
k1,k2
Tk1 ,k2(S∆)
j4
k1,k2
.
T˜ Nj1 ,0,0, j4 :=
∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
(∆S )
N( j1)
k1,k2
Tk1 ,k2(S∆)
N( j4)
k1,k2
.
Next, we show that for each j1, j2, j3, j4, the operator T˜
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
is bounded on L2 with the operator
norm dominated by CQ1,Q2,q
∑4
ℓ=1 2
−αN( jℓ−1)‖K0‖q.
Proposition 6.2. Let q > 1. Then there exist constants CQ1 ,Q2,q > 0 and α > 0 such that for any
j1, j2 ≥ 0,
‖T˜ j1 , j2, j3, j4( f )‖2 ≤ CQ1,Q2,q
4∑
ℓ=1
2−α jℓ‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2
and for any j1, j2, j3, j4 ≥ 1,
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2, j3, j4( f )‖2 ≤ CQ1,Q2,q
4∑
ℓ=1
2−αN( jℓ−1)‖K0‖q‖ f ‖2.
Proof. It suffices to show the first estimate when j1, j2, j3, j4 ≥ 1. For other cases we can repeat the
argument in the setting of one-parameter. For simplicity, we set
T
k1 ,k2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
( f ) := ∆k1− j1 ,k2− j2Tk1 ,k2∆k1− j3,k2− j4( f ),
then T j1 , j2, j3, j4( f ) =
∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
T
k1 ,k2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
( f ). By Cotlar-Knapp-Stein Lemma, it suffices to show
that:
‖(T k1,k2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
)∗T
k′
1
,k′
2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
‖2→2 + ‖T
k′
1
,k′
2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(T k1 ,k2
j1 , j2, j3 , j4
)∗‖2→2 ≤ C
4∑
ℓ=1
2−2α jℓ2−c|k1−k
′
1
|2−c|k2−k
′
2
|‖K0‖2q,(6.3)
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for some constants C, c > 0 and α > 0. We only estimate the first term, since the second term is
similar. Note that
(T k1 ,k2
j1 , j2, j3 , j4
)∗T
k′
1
,k′
2
j1 , j2, j3 , j4
( f )
= f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3 ,k
′
2
− j4 ∗ Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0 ∗ Ψk′
1
− j1,k
′
2
− j2 ∗ Ψk1− j1,k2− j2 ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0 ∗ Ψk1− j3 ,k2− j4 .
On the one hand, by Lemma 1 in [16] and its duality version,
‖(T k1 ,k2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
)∗T
k′
1
,k′
2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
( f )‖2
= ‖( f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3 ,k
′
2
− j4 ∗ Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0) ∗ (Ψk′
1
− j1 ,k
′
2
− j2 ∗ Ψk1− j1 ,k2− j2) ∗ (Ak1 ,k2K
0 ∗ Ψk1− j3 ,k2− j4)‖2
≤ C2−β| j3 |2−β| j4 |‖K0‖q‖( f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3,k
′
2
− j4 ∗ Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0) ∗ (Ψk′
1
− j1 ,k
′
2
− j2 ∗ Ψk1− j1 ,k2− j2)‖2
≤ C2−β| j3 |2−β| j4 |‖K0‖q‖ f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3,k
′
2
− j4 ∗ Ak′1,k
′
2
K0‖2‖Ψk′
1
− j1,k
′
2
− j2 ∗ Ψk1− j1,k2− j2‖1
≤ C2−β| j3 |2−β| j4 |2−c|k1−k
′
1
|2−c|k2−k
′
2
|‖K0‖q‖ f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3,k
′
2
− j4 ∗ Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0‖2
≤ C2−2β| j3 |2−2β| j4 |2−c|k1−k
′
1
|2−c|k2−k
′
2
|‖K0‖2q‖ f ‖2(6.4)
for some constants C, c > 0 and β > 0, where in the next to the last inequality we used the
cancellation and the smoothness properties of Ψ
(1)
k′
1
− j1
, Ψ
(1)
k1− j1
, Ψ
(2)
k′
2
− j2
and Ψ
(2)
k2− j2
.
On the other hand,
‖(T k1 ,k2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
)∗T
k′
1
,k′
2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
( f )‖2
= ‖( f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3 ,k
′
2
− j4) ∗ (Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0 ∗ Ψk′
1
− j1 ,k
′
2
− j2) ∗ (Ψk1− j1 ,k2− j2 ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0) ∗ Ψk1− j3,k2− j4‖2
≤ C‖( f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3 ,k
′
2
− j4) ∗ (Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0 ∗ Ψk′
1
− j1 ,k
′
2
− j2) ∗ (Ψk1− j1 ,k2− j2 ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0)‖2
≤ C2−β| j1 |2−β| j2 |‖K0‖q‖( f ∗ Ψk′
1
− j3,k
′
2
− j4) ∗ (Ak′1 ,k
′
2
K0 ∗ Ψk′
1
− j1 ,k
′
2
− j2)‖2
≤ C2−2β| j1 |2−2β| j2 |‖K0‖2q‖ f ∗ Ψk′1− j3 ,k
′
2
− j4‖2
≤ C2−2β| j1 |2−2β| j2 |‖K0‖2q‖ f ‖2.(6.5)
Taking geometric mean of (6.4) and (6.5), we obtain the estimate (6.3). This ends the proof of
Proposition 6.2. 
We now further prove that the kernel KN
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(x, y) of the operator T˜ N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
satisfies the Dini-
type Caldero´n–Zygmund kernel condition with the Dini1 condition [3, Section 5].
Lemma 6.3. For any q > 1, there exists a constant CQ1 ,Q2,q > 0 such that the kernel K
N
j1 , j2 , j3, j4
(x, y)
satisfies the size estimate
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y)| ≤ CQ1,Q2,q2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
‖K0‖q,
the Ho¨lder estimate
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x1, x
′
2), y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x′1, x2), y) + K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(x′, y)|
≤ CQ1 ,Q2,qω
N,1
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(
d1(x1, x
′
1
)
d1(x1, y1)
)
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
ωN,2
j1, j2, j3, j4
(
d2(x2, x
′
2
)
d2(x2, y2)
)
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
,
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whenever d1(x1, y1) ≥ 2A
(1)
0
d1(x1, x
′
1
) and d2(x2, y2) ≥ 2A
(2)
0
d2(x2, x
′
2
), and the mixed Ho¨lder and
size estimates
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x′1, x2), y)| ≤ CQ1,Q2,qω
N,1
j1, j2, j3, j4
(
d1(x1, x
′
1
)
d1(x1, y1)
)
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
,
whenever d1(x1, y1) ≥ 2A
(1)
0
d1(x1, x
′
1
) and
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x1, x
′
2), y)| ≤ CQ1 ,Q2,q
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
ω
N,2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(
d(x2, x
′
2)
d(x2, y2)
)
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
,
whenever d2(x2, y2) ≥ 2A
(2)
0
d2(x2, x
′
2).
Moreover, for each k = 1, 2, ωN,k
j1, j2, j3 , j4
satisfies the modified Dini1 condition:
‖ωN,k
j1, j2, j3, j4
‖Dini1 ≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ‖K0‖q(1 + N( jk+2))
2.(6.6)
Proof. In order to obtain these estimates for KN
j1 , j2, j3, j4
, we first study the kernel of
S k1−N( j1),k2−N( j2)Tk1 ,k2S k1−N( j3),k2−N( j4).
A direct calculation implies
|Ak1 ,k2K
0(x1, x2)|
= 2−k12−k2
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(2−k1 t1)ϕ(2
−k2 t2)∆[t1, t2]K
0(x1, x2)dt1dt2
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Cρ1(x1)
−Q1ρ2(x2)
−Q2 |K(ρ1(x1)
−1 ◦1 x1, ρ2(x2)
−1 ◦2 x2)|χ2k1−1≤ρ1(x1)≤2k1+2(x1)χ2k2−1≤ρ2(x1)≤2k2+2(x2).
This, in combination with the observation that for i = 1, 2, suppφ(i) ⊂ {xi ∈ Hi : ρi(xi) ≤
1
100
},
indicates
|(∆(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1,k2K
0(x1, x2)|
≤ C
∫
H1
∫
H2
2−[k1−N( j3)−1]Q1 |φ(1)(2−[k1−N( j3)−1] ◦1 x1u
−1)|ρ1(u)
−Q1χ2k1−1≤ρ1(u)≤2k1+2(u)
× 2−[k2−N( j4)−1]Q2 |φ(2)(2−[k2−N( j4)−1] ◦2 x2v
−1)|ρ2(v)
−Q2χ2k2−1≤ρ2(v)≤2k2+2(v)
× |K(ρ1(u)
−1 ◦1 u, ρ2(v)
−1 ◦2 v)|dudv
≤ C2−[k1−N( j3)−1]Q12−[k2−N( j4)−1]Q2ρ1(x1)
−Q1ρ2(x2)
−Q2χ2k1−2≤ρ1(x1)≤2k1+3(x1)χ2k2−2≤ρ2(x2)≤2k2+3(x2)
×
∫
2k1−1≤ρ1(u)≤2
k1+2
∫
2k2−1≤ρ2(v)≤2
k2+2
|φ(1)(2−[k1−N( j3)−1] ◦1 x1u
−1)||φ(2)(2−[k2−N( j4)−1] ◦2 x2v
−1)|
× |K(ρ1(u)
−1 ◦1 u, ρ2(v)
−1 ◦2 v)|dudv.
By Ho¨lder’s inequality, for 1/q + 1/q′ = 1, we have∫
2k1−1≤ρ1(u)≤2
k1+2
∫
2k2−1≤ρ2(v)≤2
k2+2
|φ(1)(2−[k1−N( j3)−1] ◦1 x1u
−1)||φ(2)(2−[k2−N( j4)−1] ◦2 x2v
−1)|
× |K(ρ1(u)
−1 ◦1 u, ρ2(v)
−1 ◦2 v)|dudv
≤
(∫
2k1−1≤ρ1(u)≤2
k1+2
∫
2k2−1≤ρ2(v)≤2
k2+2
|K(ρ1(u)
−1 ◦1 u, ρ2(v)
−1 ◦2 v)|
qdudv
)1/q
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×
(∫
H1×H2
|φ(1)(2−[k1−N( j3)−1] ◦1 x1u
−1)|q
′
|φ(2)(2−[k2−N( j4)−1] ◦2 x2v
−1)|q
′
dudv
)1/q′
≤ C2
k1Q1
q 2
k2Q2
q 2
[k1−N( j3)−1]Q1
q′ 2
[k2−N( j4)−1]Q2
q′ ‖K0‖q.
Combining the two estimates we obtain above, we see that
|(∆(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0(x1, x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ρ1(x1)
−Q1ρ2(x2)
−Q2‖K0‖qχ2k1−2≤ρ1(x1)≤2k1+3(x1)χ2k2−2≤ρ2(x2)≤2k2+3(x2).
Hence,
|(∆(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0
∗ (∆(1)[2k1−N( j1)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j2)−1]φ(2))(x1, x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ρ1(x1)
−Q1ρ2(x2)
−Q2‖K0‖qχ2k1−3≤ρ1(x1)≤2k1+4(x1)χ2k2−3≤ρ2(x2)≤2k2+4(x2).(6.7)
This implies that ∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
|(∆(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0
∗ (∆(1)[2k1−N( j1)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j2)−1]φ(2))(x1, x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ρ1(x1)
−Q1ρ2(x2)
−Q2‖K0‖q.(6.8)
Similarly, we obtain the gradient estimates as follows.∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
|∇x1(∆
(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0
∗ (∆(1)[2k1−N( j1)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j2)−1]φ(2))(x1, x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)
(
1+
Q1
q
)
2
N( j4)Q2
q ρ1(x1)
−Q1−1ρ2(x2)
−Q2‖K0‖q,(6.9)
and ∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
|∇x2(∆
(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0
∗ (∆(1)[2k1−N( j1)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j2)−1]φ(2))(x1, x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)
(
1+
Q2
q
)
ρ1(x1)
−Q1ρ2(x2)
−Q2−1‖K0‖q.(6.10)
We also have mixed gradient estimate∑
k1∈Z
∑
k2∈Z
|∇x1∇x2(∆
(1)[2k1−N( j3)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j4)−1]φ(2)) ∗ Ak1 ,k2K
0
∗ (∆(1)[2k1−N( j1)−1]φ(1) ⊗ ∆(2)[2k2−N( j2)−1]φ(2))(x1, x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)
(
1+
Q1
q
)
2
N( j4)
(
1+
Q2
q
)
ρ1(x1)
−Q1−1ρ2(x2)
−Q2−1‖K0‖q.
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From the triangle inequality and N( j − 1) < N( j) we can see that the kernel KN
j1 , j2 , j3, j4
satisfies the
same estimates (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10). That is,
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x1, x2, y1, y2)| = |K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(y−11 x1, y
−1
2 x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q d1(x1, y1)
−Q1d2(x2, y2)
−Q2‖K0‖q.
|∇(x1 ,y1)K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(x1, x2, y1, y2)| ≤ C2
N( j3)
(
1+
Q1
q
)
2
N( j4)Q2
q d1(x1, y1)
−Q1−1d2(x2, y2)
−Q2‖K0‖q.
|∇(x2 ,y2)K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(x1, x2, y1, y2)| ≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)
(
1+
Q2
q
)
d1(x1, y1)
−Q1d2(x2, y2)
−Q2−1‖K0‖q.
|∇(x1 ,y1)∇(x2 ,y2)K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(x1, x2, y1, y2)| ≤ C2
N( j3)
(
1+
Q1
q
)
2
N( j4)
(
1+
Q2
q
)
d1(x1, y1)
−Q1−1d2(x2, y2)
−Q2−1‖K0‖q.
(For j1 = 0 or j2 = 0, the subtraction is not even needed.) Besides, for d1(x1, y1) ≥ 2A
(1)
0
d(x1, x
′
1
),
by mean value theorem on homogeneous groups,
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x′1, x2), y)| = |K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(y−11 x1, y
−1
2 x2) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3 , j4
(y−11 x
′
1, y
−1
2 x2)|
≤ C2
N( j3)
(
1+
Q1
q
)
2
N( j4)Q2
q d1(x1, y1)
−Q1−1d1(x, x
′)d2(x2, y2)
−Q2‖K0‖q.
By triangle inequality, we also have
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x′1, x2), y)| ≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q d1(x1, y1)
−Q1d2(x2, y2)
−Q2‖K0‖q.
Combining the two estimates we obtain above and by symmetry, we conclude that
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x′1, x2), y)| ≤ C
(
d1(x1, x
′
1)
d1(x1, y1)
)
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
,
where
ωN,1
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(t) ≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ‖K0‖qmin{1, 2
N( j3)t}.(6.11)
Similarly, whenever d(x2, y2) ≥ 2A
(2)
0
d(x2, x
′
2), we have
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
((x1, x
′
2), y)| ≤ C
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
ωN,2
j1 , j2
(
d(x2, x
′
2)
d(x2, y2)
)
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
,
where
ω
N,2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(t) ≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ‖K0‖qmin{1, 2
N( j4)t}.(6.12)
Furthermore,
|KNj1 , j2, j3, j4(x, y) − K
N
j1 , j2
((x1, x
′
2), y) − K
N
j1 , j2 , j3, j4
((x′1, x2), y) + K
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(x′, y)|
≤ Cω
N,1
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(
d1(x1, x
′
1
)
d1(x1, y1)
)
1
d1(x1, y1)Q1
ω
N,2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(
d2(x2, x
′
2
)
d2(x2, y2)
)
1
d2(x2, y2)Q2
,
whenever d1(x1, y1) ≥ 2A
(1)
0
d1(x1, x
′
1
) and d2(x2, y2) ≥ 2A
(2)
0
d2(x2, x
′
2
).
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Now we verified that for each k = 1, 2, the estimate (6.6) holds. Indeed, it follows from the
pointwise estimates (6.11) and (6.12) that∫ 1
0
ωN,k
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(t)
(
1 + log
1
t
)
dt
t
≤ C2
N( j3)Q1
q 2
N( j4)Q2
q ‖K0‖q
(∫ 1
0
min{1, 2N( jk+2)t}
dt
t
+
∫ 1
0
min{1, 2N( jk+2)t} log
1
t
dt
t
)
.(6.13)
Note that ∫ 1
0
min{1, 2N( jk+2)t}
dt
t
≤ C

∫ 2−N( jk+2)
0
2N( jk+2)t +
∫ 1
2−N( jk+2)
dt
t
 ≤ C(1 + N( jk+2)).(6.14)
Besides, integration by parts yields∫ 1
0
min{1, 2N( jk+2)t} log
1
t
dt
t
=
−
∫ 2−N( jk+2)
0
2N( jk+2) log tdt −
∫ 1
2−N( jk+2)
log t
dt
t

≤ C(N( jk+2) + 1) +C(N( jk+2))
2
≤ C(1 + N( jk+2))
2.(6.15)
Combining the estimates (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15), we verify the Dini1 condition (6.6) and then the
proof of Lemma 6.3 is complete. 
Combining the Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, we see that by applying Theorem 5.12 of [3]
to our T˜ N
j1 , j2 , j3, j4
(with Dini1 condition (6.6) for ω
N,1
j1, j2, j3, j4
and ωN,2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
), we get the representation
theorem
〈T˜ Nj1 , j2, j3, j4 f , g〉 = CEσ
∑
k=(k1 ,k2)∈N2
ω
N,1
j1, j2, j3, j4
(2−k1)ωN,2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(2−k2)〈Vk,σ f , g〉,(6.16)
where Vk,σ is the standard bi-parameter dyadic Haar shifts since T˜
N
j1 , j2, j3, j4
is paraproduct-free [3,
Lemma 5.11]. Here the only concern is that we are working on H1 × H2 while the setting in [3]
is Rn × Rn. In fact, one can obtain this result parallel to the Euclidean setting by using the Haar
basis on space of homogeneous type constructed in [31] and the probability space and expectation
in [44]. To be more specific, Vk,σ is given by
〈Vk,σ f , g〉 =
k1∑
i1=0
k2∑
i2=0
〈S
k2 ,i2
k1 ,i1,σ
f , g〉
with
〈S
k2,i2
k1,i1,σ
f , g〉 =
∑
K1,K2
∑
I
k1
1
=J
(i1)
1
=K1,
I
k2
2
=J
(i2)
2
=K2
aI1J1K1I2J2K2〈 f , hI1hI2〉〈g, hJ1hJ2〉,
where hIi, hJi are the Haar basis in Hi (for the explicit definition, we refer to [31]).
From [4, Theorem 2], we get that
|〈S
k2,i2
k1 ,i1,σ
f , g〉| . 2−k1−k2−i1−i2
∑
R∈Λk1,k2 ,i1 ,i2
|R|(Sk1,k2;i1 ,i2σ f )R(S
i1,i2;k1 ,k2
σ g)R,
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where Λk1 ,k2,i1,i2 is a sparse collection of dyadic rectangles depending on f , g, and S
k1,k2;i1 ,i2
σ f is the
shifted square function [4, equation (12)].
Hence, we have
|〈T˜ Nj1 , j2, j3 , j4 f , g〉| . Eσ
∑
k=(k1 ,k2)∈N2
ω
N,1
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(2−k1)ωN,2
j1 , j2, j3, j4
(2−k2)(6.17)
k1∑
i1=0
k2∑
i2=0
2−k1−k2−i1−i2
∑
R∈Λk1,k2 ,i1 ,i2
|R|(Sk1,k2;i1 ,i2σ f )R(S
i1,i2;k1 ,k2
σ g)R.
By noting that ‖Sk1,k2;i1 ,i2σ f ‖L2(w) . [w]
4
2
[w]∞‖ f ‖L2(w) [4, Section 5] and that ‖Ms f ‖L2(w) . [w]
2
2
‖ f ‖L2(w),
we get that ∑
R∈Λk1,k2 ,i1 ,i2
|R|(Sk1,k2;i1 ,i2σ f )R(S
i1,i2;k1 ,k2
σ g)R . ‖MsS
k1,k2;i1 ,i2
σ f ‖L2(w)‖MsS
i1 ,i2;k1 ,k2
σ g‖L2(w−1)
. [w]42‖S
k1,k2;i1 ,i2
σ f ‖L2(w)‖S
i1,i2;k1 ,k2
σ g‖L2(w−1)
. [w]122 [w]
2
∞‖ f ‖L2(w)‖g‖L2(w−1).
As a consequence, we get that
‖T˜ Nj1 , j2, j3, j4 f ‖L2(w) ≤ CQ1 ,Q2[w]
12
A2
[w]2A∞ ‖K
0‖2q
2∏
k=1
2
2N( jk+2)Qk
q (1 + N( jk+2))
2 ‖ f ‖L2(w).(6.18)
Finally, similar to the proof in the one-parameter setting, by applying the interpolation theoremwith
change of measure to the estimates (6.2) and (6.18), we see that there exists a constant cQ1,Q2 > 0
such that if K0 ∈ Lq(D0) for some q > cQ1,Q2(w)A2 then
‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) ≤ CQ1,Q2,qmax{‖K
0‖q, ‖K
0‖2q}[w]
12
A2
[w]2A∞ ,
for some constant CQ1 ,Q2,q independent of w.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is complete. 
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